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Abstract

This study explored the advantages of using digital applications in public services in the era of automation. We have searched data in many applications, including scientific journals, books, academic residences, and many telling applications in the medical world. A series of data studies involving coding system analysis, evaluation, and interpretation, became more in-depth so that the data we found could be digested to answer this research question. Our data search was conducted electronically on secondary data published from 2010 to 2022. While the format of this study report is suitable from problem formulation to reporting on water, we chose a descriptive qualitative design with a phenomenological approach, trying to obtain the broadest possible data that is useful in answering questions of research questions. Based on the data and discussion, this study found several advantages of using digital applications in public health services in the current digital era. The reason is that digital applications have been able to innovate the work of paramedics in improving services to the public about health. Hopefully, this salary buddy will be full of supporting data for future health and technology studies.
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1 Introduction

The constitutional mandate gives the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Indonesia confidence to provide the best service, especially in the health sector, provided by superior human resources and assisted by current technological equipment (Handayani, 2021). This is because the advantages of digital applications in providing services, especially to public health, are no doubt like public services in other sectors in Indonesia (World Health Organization, 2015). Every program that is run to maximize public health services, technological innovation is the time to be optimized to improve health practices, promote technology and the role of health and think about how to provide health services plus and train health staff (Uslu et al., 2020), how to optimize the use of digital technology today which has increasingly become a mainstay in all public service sectors. Can paramedics now optimize the use of digital technology in health work? The answer is when humans can empower technology (Alvan et al., 2011). Then the work product will be faster, more accurate, and more productive.

Digital technology is indeed designed to facilitate communication in an increasingly automated era to improve the quality of public health care in Indonesia (Tayibnaps et al., 2018). Although many interpret that technology cannot be applied optimally, as policymakers certainly do not interpret that point, the most important thing is how to harmonize capabilities in technology by clarifying the vision and mission that the health department will carry out in maximizing public services made by the Ministry of Health. Digitalization system in all health operations (Troiano et al., 2014). Digital indeed refers to the management of data or signals that can be recorded or expressed, stored, transmitted, and so on in the form of a series of numerical data that may have never been before (Roco et al., 2011). So the shift from traditional manual work to all-technology is a revolution and innovation that has begun, which is called the industrial revolution and is now entering the fourth industrial revolution which is happening where the advantages of digital technology as mentioned by the term artificial intelligence, reality robots and 3-dimensional printing very quickly shape all aspects of public services to be more focused and well created (Junginger, 2016).

Different dimensions need to be considered, including how digital can support and encourage service delivery (Koutsikouri et al., 2018). So that the existence of digitalization in the medical world can have a tremendous impact on the things that are done if the application of digital technology in various health fields will be able to improve health performance innovatively and, in turn, will provide benefits for the Indonesian people (Chang et al., 2013). When viewed from the desire to get healthy, technology can no longer offer because it is designed to make it easier for humans to serve the world of health, although challenges and views in the application, of course, exist. After all, paramedics are not ready to adapt to technology made by foreign countries that are more sophisticated than their abilities. Indonesian people apply in life in the business of life and maintain health. However, efforts to improve and adapt to technology in providing public services regarding the health of both the human environment and the natural surroundings are essential (Van den Bosch & Bird, 2018).

When viewed from the level of public health, most Indonesians rarely go to the hospital with the assumption that public health facilities are as expected (Gneezy et al., 2011). In today’s era, people often find it difficult to seek treatment with health services related to entering the management of health advertising education and the government’s ways of communicating with the community (Grimshaw et al., 2012). Now with the presence of public health technology increasingly divided, it means that people who are in the middle of understanding their strengths with the help of technology can at least find adequate information with various scientific publications submitted by experts (Glanz & Bishop, 2010), so that the existence of technology can not only be owned by medical or hospital orders, but millennials can access information (Hopkins et al., 2018). In other words, digital is currently a solution that bridges between the government and other communities (Hobbs, 2010). The existence of technology has changed the world of health, leaving the old ways that are not in contact with public services, so now the presence of technology has provided the broad spectrum needed by the community (Logue & Grimes, 2019). The fact is that it provides a picture where
the public can provide certainty and can imagine how health will perform in the digitalization era. Thus, the added value of the digitized energy program for public health, which is a means, is not considered a goal because technology is an inanimate object that cannot do anything only when the humans who operate it know the methods and benefits and advantages of digital technology in an era of all-automation (Vermesan & Friess, 2013).

It should be emphasized again that digitalization infrastructure in medicine is a means of equipment supporting medical work for public purposes. Therefore, digital-based public health requires good regulation (Odone et al., 2021). So that it impacts the public to meet the complete service requirements, these goals have been regulated in government regulations so that the quality and accessibility can be said not to look at certain aspects but become the target of fair and professional public services. Experts recognize that the digitalization program is a technological revolution that has now added all aspects of public life (Browning et al., 2021) so that technology is seen as a tool that helps humans or medical professionals in maintaining the quality of their work and helps humans with measurable quality of health and wellbeing. Correctly so that every community can feel the benefits promised in the law (Leventhal et al., 2020). This includes people who seek treatment, such as seniors, chronically ill, and people with infectious diseases requiring very active treatment to reduce risk to others. Designed procedures and goals are planned by the creators of medical technology (Clarke & Bennett, 2013).

2 Materials and Methods

This section will describe the procedure for carrying out this technology and public health literature review, starting with the formulation of problems and hypotheses and ending with reporting and conclusion of the study (Pedaste et al., 2015). This study aims to identify the advantages of digital applications in public health services in the era of automation (Whitelaw et al., 2020). So, by searching electronically for data in hundreds of published journals, books, and other proceedings and relevant website data, answering the question of the benefits of technology for public health services (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). This study uses secondary data from evidence from previous studies that have inventoried the advantages of technology to support public health services (Maes et al., 2016). After a series of data were collected, we then involved several approaches to examine the essence and conclusions that we believe have answered this problem reasonably and progressively (Fell et al., 2020; Widana et al., 2021).

As for the procedure, we started by analyzing the data and then using coding and critically evaluating the data. Finally, we could draw another conclusion, namely, answering questions. We searched data electronically, using keywords that we did on the Google search engine, for example, from the Google Scholar application, later we found various journals such as the release of information on the World Health Organization (Beel & Gipp, 2010), and several technology journals related to health. Meanwhile, our presentation and reporting are designed in a descriptive qualitative form where we adhere to a phenomenological approach, which is a theory or approach that seeks to search for the broadest possible data to obtain data that can provide sharper and more relevant answers (Roy et al., 2015).

3 Results and Discussions

Digitalization in public health services

Many digital applications have been proven to be used in the management of public health based on recommendations from health and technology experts in which health can be categorized as technological assistance, such as genomics, digital medicine, robotics, artificial intelligence, and other applications (Boulos et al., 2014). Clarifying digital applications for public health is still hampered due to the slow response to technology and the lack of esports users who can use it comprehensively can adopt Kanya to impact public health goals (Catapano et al., 2017). So the experts plan a conceptual framework for digital health applications and digital characteristics of technology that can be applied appropriately to wider use to make breakthroughs for the community in seeking health. Collaboration and technology transfer is needed to
respond to public health challenges where digital is different from manual work in public health centers (Ratten, 2020).

This study on technology and matrices is believed to help illustrate the function of digital applications into tool solutions that assist medical tasks and may increase the value and benefits of both parties (medical people and the public who need medical services) at a time when public health practice is increasingly challenging and even demanding (Blaya et al., 2010). The reasons technology can be beneficial include increased personalization and precision in the medical field; Automation in all sectors, predictive technology, data analysis includes essential data and increasingly innovative interactions (Loebbecke & Picot, 2015). For this application, the experts provide a model and selection of the results of previous studies. The advantages of personalization and precision are proven to be effective, although the theories and concepts of 'Public health have been carefully studied (Cohen, 2021; Leigh-Hunt et al., 2017).

It is a fact in front of our eyes that advances in digitalization technology in medical analysis and genomics greatly support the world of health to handle public medical service interventions more productively, effectively, and efficiently. It is now increasingly evident that many digital-based applications have the desired speed and completeness potential (Dwivedi et al., 2020). In addition, the education of health and medicine professionals can be personalized with virtual applications and artificial intelligence tools; For example, personalized health protection will be able to be implemented through virtual conversations with patients or fellow medical doctors utilizing various digital health trial interventions that can meet the selected audience needed through computerized patient records and services (Lall et al., 2019; Mahardika et al., 2021).

Robotization in clinical service benefits

Robotization is expected to use control frameworks and data innovation so that interactions can run naturally. Mechanization in board medical care is underway, such as emotionally supportive network choices and programmed labeling of unfavorable clinical events (Lin et al., 2014). Medication delivery framework and medical service scheduling. Moreover, electronic health record information can broadly support the robotization of answering public welfare organizations about things to tell—persistent diseases and conditions (Coeckelbergh et al., 2016). Expectations from technology and massive electronic information from multiple sources (health information as well as meteorological forecasts, online media, and geographic data frame information) are used to illuminate AI and non-AI forecasting models that can identify or anticipate ahead of schedule, for example, inhospitable opportunity, contamination related to medical care, episodes of infectious disease or health emergencies, consider appropriate precautions and early intercession (Naser et al., 2021; Parmin et al., 2020).

In clinical practice, rendered and unaided AI-based models are progressively used for mechanical image translation; generally, they can be applied to screening programs (Zhang, 2017). Information inquiry: Digital tools achieve transformations in selecting and sharing information and testing, with significant applications for general welfare (Walsh & Lynch, 2018). First of all, how much information is accessible has grown dramatically. A dire measure of organized, semi-organized, and unstructured information is excavated for data and used in AI projects and other advanced investigative applications, both in examinations and general welfare practice (Kahn et al., 2010). Second, information is shared quickly and communicated (Kahn et al., 2010). Telemedicine or continuous surveillance applications) Furthermore, connecting to multiple sources of information with significant possible applications for board welfare, general health monitoring, public health insight announcements, and checks, among others (Harmsen et al., 2013).

Digital settings that help patients and the population as a whole create their wellbeing data20 and, in particular from a general wellbeing perspective, to coordinate and manage them, with a significant effect on strengthening tolerance (Lomas et al., 2017). In addition, mobile phone applications support self-management of social hazard factors (e.g., active work) with significant preventive effects. The Internet and web-based media present associations in correspondence about wellbeing (rather than correspondence from traditional media where it is difficult to share or comment on substance); this builds on the dynamic work of the population as a whole in welfare choices (Häusermann, 2010). The points mentioned above can support progress and advancement in general health practice, health training and training, in general, health strategies both within and outside the health field, and in public health research (Waheed et al., 2015).

Our hypothetical calculation system made it possible to distill the potential advantages and general medical benefits. Digitization brings the barriers, harms, and potential attachments that digitization presents (Kurpjuweit et al., 2021). In various supplementation papers, Digitization supports progress from improvement to avoidance. Perhaps the most significant benefit of computerized health is that it supports the change from therapy to anticipation; This applies to both essential and optional countermeasures (David & Nielsen, 2016). As before, as perceived by WHO, advances in computerized health offer a way of self-monitoring of health that significantly influences the spread of social hazard factors. For example, regular audits look at the possible benefits of computerized health mediation on cardiovascular disease outcomes and risk factors and reveal telemedicine, electronic methodologies, e-mail, telephone, multipurpose applications, messaging, and mediation of sensor-based observations to reduce the occurrence of hospitalizations and deaths and for lowering BMI and body weight, contrast and typical treatments (David & Nielsen, 2016).

Public government assistance digitization framework

Digitization of the overall government assistance ought not to be treated as one more part to be brought together in the distribution center yet ought to be considered on the more extensive worth chain to accomplish the ideal government assistance and thriving of society. Unquestionably, if, as the OECD underlines, electronic development is reshaping the limits of society, a successful European framework for the Digitization of the benefit of all ought to incorporate every one of the marks of help nitty-gritty.

The political obligation of governments

The European Commission has as of late circulated a basic administrative report that gives an exact bearing to EU practice to help the Digital Transformation of Health and Care for the upcoming years (Wille, 2013). The EU Communication on the Digital Transformation of Health and Care in the Digital Single Market perceives three necessities: (I) inhabitants’ protected admittance to their prosperity data across the EU; (ii) Personalized consideration through a typical European data system and (iii) Citizen strengthening with cutting edge instruments for customer scrutinize and individual-centered judgment. In 2018, the WHO Regional Office for Europe sent a WHO/European push for the Digitization of Health Systems as a neighborhood European action mentioning to pass the WHA Resolution on mHealth/prosperity, further uplifting the Member States to zero in on improving, surveying, executing, upgrading and more noticeable utilization of modernized developments, as a method for advancing fair, evenhanded and customary acknowledgment of clinical consideration for all. European nations set up open eHealth at the Member State level and progressed government assistance plans and strategies. The latest methodical evaluation drove in 2016 declared that 74% of European Member States with comprehensive government assistance consideration have general level courses of action or techniques on eHealth (Who Regional Office for Europe, 2018).

Normalization and managerial constructions in public health care

Political commitments for mechanized public government assistance should be changed into an arrangement of guidelines and organization at the European and public levels. At the EU level, the eHealth Network, made under article 14 of Directive 2011/24/EU, builds up the standards for interoperability of electronic wellbeing structures and use of eHealth among the Member States (Jacquot, 2015). Another examination concerning the general guideline of electronic wellbeing records in the EU Member States reports critical contrasts in administrative frameworks across Europe at the Member State level. Likewise, the amleness of explicit open systems empowers the operationalization of guidelines. Public law is altogether different. The data shows that the EU Member States are digitizing public clinical consideration structures at something else altogether. The Digital Health Index, which studies the government assistance status of created nations, records Estonia and Denmark as the most exceptional in Europe while different nations fall a long way behind. Additionally, inside nations, the Digitization of general wellbeing administrations changes by area and single wellbeing facility (Neamţu et al., 2019).
Monetary endeavor

The cutting-edge deal deals with any consequences regarding prosperity requires a monetary endeavor. In 2011, the European Commission's Joint Research Center (JRC) communicated that sponsoring was central to stimulating and propelling e-prosperity drives (Maduro et al., 2018). Today, according to another examination, the overall progressed clinical consideration market addresses $179.6 billion and is depended upon to create to $536.6 billion preceding the completion. This tends to a 173.3% addition stood out from 2016. With the US Canada beating the European Union, a European Commission reports that Europe addresses 30% of the overall mHealth market, creating at the speediest speed, stood out from other regions. In cutting-edge prosperity, the critical business players are media correspondences associations and convenient directors, essential ICT, and equipment social affairs (Savinova et al., 2021). Makers of clinical/looking at contraptions and stages, the medication business, and startups. Apart from private financial interests, interest in automated prosperity should be joined with institutional interests. It should come from regional and public prosperity structure spending plans, similarly as the European Union is legitimate and meets general prosperity incorporation targets (Keating et al., 2015).

Moreover, overall prosperity, the assurance, and capacity of automated prosperity should be cultivated, expecting it follows general prosperity goals and not only be coordinated by market impacts (Bhat et al., 2021). Assessing public spending on cutting-edge general prosperity in Europe is hampered by the heterogeneity of the prosperity system, contingent upon different bodies with free commitments, interests, and characteristics. Regardless, it is fundamental that the overall population prosperity progressed framework is maintained by adequate public sponsoring (Habitat, 2013).

Preparing and schooling

How might tomorrow's general wellbeing labor force be ready to act in a computerized workplace? We expect, as a rule, digitalization to change the jobs and elements of staff (Supplementary Appendix to Master’s Degree for the inventive portrayal of future general wellbeing experts) to move the limits of the capabilities they should have (Schwab, 2017). Also, general wellbeing personnel's meaning will be extended to incorporate experts with specialized foundations (for example, informatics and specialists) to help execute computerized programs for various general wellbeing purposes (Papadimitriou et al., 2020). Schooling and preparing in general wellbeing ought to go in this direction. All the more critically, schooling and preparing ought not to furnish directions on the most proficient method to manage future advancements; notwithstanding, it should mean to expand the computerized education of professionals to guarantee they will want to accept development. Although no deliberate appraisal has been completed, practical information from Europe shows that computerized wellbeing components are still seldom remembered for postgraduate and postgraduate general wellbeing programs, the most progressive model being in the UK (Maxwell et al., 2018). Be that as it may, the educational program is advancing quickly; clinical schools incorporate computerized wellbeing credits in clinical and non-clinical modules and choose colleges that offer double degrees in Medicine and Engineering.

Research and development

Digitization in general wellbeing ought not to be an unfilled motto, yet its preparation, presentation, and execution should be educated by proof. Notwithstanding fortifying political responsibility and expanding monetary interest in advanced wellbeing innovations, research results on their application to general wellbeing are 'still in their earliest stages (Jones, 2015). The hypothetical advantages and benefits of computerized general wellbeing arrangements in the above segments are far from being quantitatively evaluated in various settings. In any case, there is interest in building and assembling proof on the point as shown by the 2018-2020 Horizon 2020 Work Program on 'Computerized Transformation in Health and Care covering 21 themes, all with projected general wellbeing impacts and the send-off of friend diaries (Raschke, 2019), a new devoted review. Research on advanced open wellbeing is hampered by various plan issues, including the decision of suitable benchmark groups, the meaning of clinical results, relevant associations, and cycles, capacity to move discoveries to various settings, without failing to remember the should be

straightforward and autonomous. Functional exploration should be completed drawing on wellbeing administrations and logical biomedical informatics for studies on computerized wellbeing interventions' adequacy, viability, and cost-adequacy (Easterling, 2015).

The impact of electronic game plans on prosperity and clinical consideration, once executed, ought to be assessed and assessed. It is fundamental to enlighten course and resource dispersion (Bhat et al., 2021). In 2019, the European Commission’s Panel of Experts on the ideal way to effectively place assets into Health (EXPH) provided a report giving guidance on the most capable technique to, indeed, overview the impact of the moderate difference in healthcare (Urinov et al., 2021; Nataliia et al., 2021). In more detail, the Panel of Experts focused on that at the center and the close by level, decisions to take on, use, or displace electronic prosperity organizations should be established on data on their show according to the objectives of the prosperity structure. EXPH follows the available designs and proficient procedures for assessing the impact of the dynamic difference in clinical consideration on different perspectives, including induction to mind, clinical and legitimate outcomes, patient help, use of resources, and acceptability. In this remarkable not entirely set in stone to set up a European store for appraisal strategies and reports, it is fundamental to consider how best to change the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) model to assess mechanized tasks. Regardless of HTA's progressed game plans before their show, noticing execution should be finished, researching how prosperity and prosperity systems are developing, similarly resulting from Digitization (Loebbecke & Picot, 2015).

Planning and tutoring

How should the upcoming general prosperity workforce be prepared to act in an electronic work environment? When in doubt, we expect the occupation of EUPHA to drive the shift towards digitizing general prosperity (Duderstadt, 2010). EUPHA, set up in 1992, is a strong, available, and exhaustive science-based general prosperity association, by and by including 86 people from countries in the WHO European Region. As the umbrella relationship for general prosperity relationship, with an extraordinary driving circumstance in Europe, its essential objective is to work with and start a strong voice from the overall prosperity neighborhood growing the porousness of confirmation and building up the restriction of general prosperity professionals (Iversen & Soskice, 2019).

This mission supports the most widely recognized approach to digitizing general prosperity. Convincing ones have been recognized in the need areas of interest (Lueddeke, 2015). In particular, EUPHA is centered around ensuring that electronic capacity is ‘used’ to pursue and meet Europe’s overall prosperity goals of additional creating prosperity and success and confining prosperity contrasts. Bracing undertakings towards useful maltreatment, EUPHA’s exercises across Europe incert the benefit of advancing undertakings to achieve convincing, legitimate, open, ensured, and fair digitalization of general prosperity by accomplices nearby and state, in broad daylight and worldwide affiliations, similarly as by lone clinical consideration capable. A few pieces of EUPHA’s exercises on general electronic prosperity are finished regarding the European Public Health Conference (EPH) and inside the practical sections of EUPHA (Zeegers Paget et al., 2020).

Seeing the meaning of the rhythmic movement and future occupation of Digitization in everyday prosperity and developing the improving discussions stimulated by the EPH legitimate gatherings reported the underpinning of the EUPHA effective Section on Digital Health has not set in stone to join researchers, policymakers, and experts across the globe (Plueddemann, 2012). Europeans are working on general electronic prosperity for data sharing and breaking point building. This part will work across capacities, disciplines, and settings to apply the fundamental objections of EUPHA48 to the field of cutting-edge prosperity. This section will develop support on, accumulate, produce, and shatterproof concerning the necessity and the impact of mechanized courses of action on broad prosperity. It will join a middle social affair of experts in picked pieces of cutting-edge prosperity, work with general level best practice exchanges, and vitalize European-level conversation to place electronic general prosperity high on the EU’s course of action, assessment, and guidance plan. The execution of the EUPHA48 Strategy created by the Digital Health Section, by single space, is accounted for (Bucci et al., 2019).
4 Conclusion

We will run a series of studies later; we will take the leading National Examination which we have described in the results and discussion section, with the aim of the study being to obtain authentic evidence from the results of previous studies that discussed the advantages of digital applications in the world of public services in the era of all automation. Through studies and evidence supported by previous studies, we believe that the data we have presented has answered this study's questions and problems is a valid and tested principle. The core part that we describe here, among others, we mention that digitalization in public health services is proven to be very beneficial for both medical and health service recipient factories in an increasingly digital era. The medical world applies this digital solution is none other than because this application has several advantages and advantages that have been able to innovate medical tasks to improve the quality of public health services.

Furthermore, we also describe how na2o titration in clinical services is profitable (MacMillan et al., 2005). This means that robotics in all health practices is genuinely an innovation through data, which can happen because the already excellent automatic breast milk is designed to deal with the problem of how public services in health are becoming more and more challenging than eating a little bit. However, various electronics it has supported and supported medical work both in the medical education environment and in practice. Next is how the government helps digitize with a work format whose reliability has been tested in innovating work that was previously very difficult. However, after Digitization has penetrated the sector, especially in the medical world, this is very beneficial for both the government and the public who receive health services in an all-digital era.

However, it turns out that there is also political communication from the government, which requires that as a public service, it must provide transformation in all fields, especially in the field of health services where with all the advantages possessed by the diesel engine, this will improve public services in health, not only in European and American countries but in other countries where the digitalization system is slowly becoming something that is used. Then we also see that public health care can be done with the help of first a political commitment to public services then supported by adequate technology workers so that the assistance provided by the government to the public achieves the desired target. Likewise, with the presence of technology, the government will save tremendous funds because of the position that has been handled by humans with all the fuss but present all data and tasks will become easy.

Then how to prepare educators for the medical world that will help when they are in the field of preparation for this repair is necessary because technological innovation will occur without superior human resources. We also mentioned how this digitalization would run smoothly if supported by studies and developments that never stop; therefore, information from the medical world will continue when the world of study and development goes hand in hand. We include how medical professionals should plan rather than train to carry out all tasks supported by technology and commitments. We believe and trust the data we display; apart from having advantages, there are also many weaknesses and limitations.
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